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ABSTRACT 

Risk and stability assessments from the Swiss SNOWPACK model are based on snow 

microstructure simulations. Previous research has shown a systematic bias in the grain size 

simulations (equivalent optical grain size) over several areas in northern Canada. Optical grain 

size was retrieved from snow specific surface area (SSA) measurements for comparison with the 

optical equivalent grain size from SNOWPACK outputs. SSA was measured using a laser-based 

system measuring snow albedo at 1310 nm and converted to optical grain size. A field campaign 

was conducted during the 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 winters in the Canadian Rockies and eastern 

Canada to measure the grain size bias. Three study plots are located in Glacier National Park 

(British Colombia), Jasper National Park (Alberta) and in the Réserve naturelle des Chic-Chocs, 

(Québec). Profiles of SSA were measured with IRIS (InfraRed Integreted Sphere) combined with 

a snow micropenetrometer. All other physical properties and the stratigraphy were analyzed by 

manual and visual interpretation. It appears that SNOWPACK systematically overestimated the 

optical diameter (Dopt) for all sites. The bias was different depending on the dominant 

metamorphism at each site. Results showed that improvement of the snow stability predictions 

based on Dopt would require different adjustments depending on the dominant metamorphism. 
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INTRODUCTION 

An avalanche is a large snow mass movement that can be triggered by various factors such as 

topography, climate, snow conditions and human factors (Seligman, 1936). Of particular 

relevance, the thickness, water content, density and grain size of each snow layer deposited 

successively throughout the winter are key elements of a potential avalanche. Any discontinuity 

between the snow layers creates weak areas that will determine the risk of an avalanche as well as 

its type (McClung and Schaerer, 1993). Avalanches are important and recurrent phenomena in 

many regions of the Canadian mountains. They pose a direct threat to people traveling in high risk 

areas and also for infrastructure that crosses their path. Since 1999-2000, the Canadian Avalanche 

Centre reported 589 incidents with 197 casualties and 135 wounded. Many tools have been 

developed to help decision makers in addressing the risk of avalanches in those regions.  
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Many of those tools are stability oriented and give good information of a location at a particular 

time. Nevertheless assessing the avalanche danger in remote areas is expensive, dangerous and can 

be non-productive. Given the spatial, vertical and temporal variability of snow geophysical 

properties and a lack of proper data in many regions at risk, the use of a model driven by 

meteorological data becomes an interesting avenue. While the complex relationship between snow 

geophysical properties and snowpack stability is still a matter of ongoing scientific study, there is 

growing empirical understanding of the snow thermodynamic processes (such as metamorphism) 

that influence the probability of avalanches. This growing understanding led to the development of 

the numerical formulation of a one-dimensional physical snow model called SNOWPACK 

(Bartlet and Lehning 2002; Lehning et al. 2002). A description of the internal models will not be 

given here as further details can be found elsewhere (Lehning et al. 2002; Bartlet and Lehning 

2002). 

 

The SNOWPACK model has been used in Canada for avalanche forecasting (e.g., Smith et al., 

2008; Bellaire, 2011), and it has been integrated operationally in Switzerland. Schweizer et al. 

(2006) recommended an adjustment of the snow microstructure for a Canadian implementation. It 

was demonstrated in Lundy (2001) and Langlois et al. (2012) that SNOWPACK is able to predict 

the trends in density with some degree of accuracy, but uncertainties remain with regards to 

incorrect calculation of grain size and bond. Another possible problem lies in the assignment of 

the initial grain size of new snow, which is set constant (i.e., standard value). Since the model only 

allows grain growth, no grain sizes less than this initial value are ever predicted which leads to 

systematic overestimation of grain size (Langlois et al., 2012). Thus systematic bias in the 

avalanche risk prediction occurs, and the simulation of this variable needs to be improved for 

proper avalanche risk assessment.  

 

As the spectral reflectance (or its hemispherical component: spectral albedo, hereafter labelled 

albedo) of snow is very sensitive to grain size (e.g., Nolin and Dozier, 2000; Kokhanovsky and 

Zege, 2004; Domine et al., 2006) and shape (Grenfell and Warren, 1999; Picard et al., 2009), 

albedo can be used to derive optical snow grain size and, more precisely, the specific surface area 

(SSA). Recent methods using reflectance at 1300 nm with a laser mounted on integrating spheres 

(Domine et al., 2006) provided good results. The Université de Sherbrooke developed their own 

integrating sphere, IRIS (InfraRed Integreted Sphere; Montpetit et al., 2012), based on Gallet et 

al.’s (2009) design.  

 

At the microstructure level, grain size prediction accuracy is related to one of SNOWPACK’s 

stability indexes, the 'skier stability index, SSI' (Schirmer et al., 2010; Schweizer et al., 2006). SSI 

is an adjusted version of the SK38 (Jamieson and Johnston, 1998) that did not initially consider 

grain size. The SSI identifies problematic differences between two adjacent layers, more 

specifically, the differences in the microstructure that can affect stability. Grain size is one of the 

microstructure elements that is evaluated by the SSI. Since the model has a known grain size bias, 

evaluation of the impact of this error on the SSI is imperative.  

METHOD 

Study site 

 Climate and terrain variability have a major impact on snow cover physical attributes. To 

represent the wide variability of avalanche problems in Canada, three different study sites were 

chosen. The first site is situated in Glacier National Park at Mount Fidelity, west of Rogers Pass. 

This site is characterized by a transitional mountain climate and high precipitation. The main 

avalanche problem in the region is the large loading of new snow, which increases the stress on 

the snowpack. The second study site is located in Jasper National Park around Marmot Basin ski 

resort. This site is characterized by a continental mountain climate. With less precipitation than 

Glacier Park, the high temperature gradient in the snowpack leads to the development of weak 
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layers. These layers can persist throughout the year and are the main avalanche problem. The third 

site is located in Chic-Choc Park, Québec. Its alpine zone, which is unique in eastern Québec, is 

lower (around 1000 m) than the one observed in western Canada. High winds are responsible for 

this characteristic. Wind is also responsible for the main avalanche problems since they develop 

wind slabs on lee slopes.    

Data 

Weather stations 

Six different stations were used to drive the model. The stations recorded hourly measurements 

of necessary inputs for the SNOWPACK model. The model requires air temperature, relative 

humidity, wind speed, wind direction, incoming long and shortwave and precipitation in mm. The 

study plot at Glacier National Park was composed of a station directly at the site (Fidelity station) 

at the treeline and another in the alpine zone (Round Hill station) that measured wind direction and 

speed. This site did not have instruments to measure the incoming long and short wave. The High 

Resolution Deterministic Prediction System  GemLam (2 km spatial resolution) from Environment 

Canada provided those data. The stations at Jasper National Park were situated inside the 

boundary of the Marmot Basin ski resort. There was a complete station installed by the Université 

de Sherbrooke which measured every input for SNOWPACK except for precipitation. This 

measurement was taken from a local station owned by the ski resort (Marmot Basin station). The 

local stations from the Chic-Choc study plot were used to run the model. Unfortunately, lack of 

valid field data for the Chic-Choc site makes the model outputs non valid for a stability evaluation.  

Field measurements 

Field campaigns were carried out in the winter of 2014 at the different study sites. Vertical 

optical snow grain size profiles were measured using IRIS every 5 to 10 cm. Stratigraphy and 

stability analysis, following the Canadian Avalanche Association standards, was performed at 

each site to characterize snow cover physical properties and stability. The measurements included 

temperature, density and resistance profiles; grain type and grain size was measured with a snow 

ruler. Measurements were made near the weather stations but also in different types of terrain to 

obtain various aspects and terrain characteristics. 

Grain size and stability index validation 

The SNOWPACK model evaluates stability with two main stability equation. First, the SK38 

(Jameison & Jonhson, 1998) represents the stress of a skier added to the stress of the weight of the 

upper snowpack compared to the shear strength of a particular grain type on a 38° slope. The 

SK38 is define for a certain depth as 

38

xz xz

SK


 



                      Eq. 1 

where τ is the shear strength of a particular grain size, τxy is the shear stress of the weight of the 

overlaying layers τxy = ρ g h sinψ cosψ (ρ is the average slab density, ψ is the slope angle, and g is 

the acceleration due to gravity) and Δτxy is the additional stress from a skier. Second, the skier 

stability index (SSI) is an adaptation of the SK38. It takes into account the differences in the 

microstructure of the snow between layers; more specifically, it is the difference in grain size and 

snow hardness. The SSI is then defined as: 
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       Eq. 4 

 
Simulated snow grain size was compared with the grain size derived from the IRIS 

measurements. The snow depth simulated by the model was adjusted to the one measured in the 

field. Each layer was adjusted following the offset of the snow depth simulations. Since IRIS 

measurements are discrete, each measurement was compared with the mean of all layers 2 cm 

above and 2 cm below. SNOWPACK’s evaluation of grain size is based on a geometrical 

approach and converts it into optical equivalent grain size using (Vionnet et al., 2012): 
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       Eq. 5 

where d is the dentricity state of the snow, s represent the sphericity and gs is the current 

geometrical grain size. Estimation of Dopt is based on the state of the snow. The equation will 

differ if the model considered the snow to be new/decomposing (d > 0; dentritic case) or old (d = 

0; non-dentritic case).  

RESULTS 

SNOWPACK equivalent optical diameter bias 

The two evaluated sites show large differences in the snowpack. Differences in the evolution of 

the snow grain size can be observed via the measured Dopt. The Fidelity site measurements 

demonstrated a dominant equilibrium growth throughout the year. This was well represented by 

the small mean optical grain size (0.215 mm) and small standard deviation (0.046 mm).   

 

The second site was mainly driven by kinetic metamorphism and measurements showed a larger 

mean grain size (0.429 mm) and also a larger standard deviation (0.237mm). The same trend was 

observed in the optical grain size obtained from the mean simulated grain size. The simulation for 

the Fidelity site gave a smaller dopt (0.351 mm) than the one simulated for the Jasper site (0.581 

mm). Systematic overestimation was observed between the measured and simulated dopt (Figure 

1). As demonstrated by Langlois et al. (2012), a systematic overestimation was observed. 

However, bias behavior was different between the two sites. The linear model fit for the Fidelity 

site revealed a constant increase in the bias with increasing optical grain size. On the contrary, a 

consistent bias of 0.134 mm was observed at the Jasper site.   
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Figure 1. Iris field measurement of dopt compared to the simulated optical equivalent grain size by the 

SNOWPACK model for the 2014 field campaign at Jasper and Fidelity study sites  

 

The error affected differently the SSI since Fidelity’s bias was directly related to the grain size 

and thus was variable. The bias for the Jasper simulation was practically the same for all grain 

sizes and so the error did not change. Since the SSI is based on the difference in the grain size of 

two adjacent layers (eq. 1), a correction coefficient would have an impact on the Fidelity site 

stability assessment but not on Jasper’s. 

SSI results for the Fidelity site and Jasper site 

SSI values were different between the two sites (Figure 2). Both sites had a melt even at the 

beginning of the season. This even led to a complete melt simulation of the snow at each site so 

the SSI value dropped to 0, which did not mean a weak snowpack (i.e., a low value of SSI) but an 

absence of data. The Jasper site data began on November 26, 2014, and an accumulation of 10 cm 

was observed. The SNOWPACK simulation started at this date, so the first melt could even have 

been overestimated. The Fidelity sites developed a rain crust at the beginning of the season and 

this layer was identified throughout the year as the main problem at this site. This was faceted 

grains overlying round grains. A high stability was also observed between mid-January and mid-

February with a high level of settlement and low precipitation. SSI for Jasper showed a high 

stability at the beginning of the season until the end of February. This low SSI was explained by a 

large slab overlying a faceted snow layer that developed one week earlier.  
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Figure 2. SSI value for the 2014 season at a) Fidelity site and b) Jasper site. The depth of the SSI value as 

well as the total depth are shown in cm. The threshold value for low stability (1.32 SSI) is displayed as 

established by Schweizer et al. (2006).  

CONCLUSION 

The main objective of this research was to evaluate the grain size bias of the SNOWPACK 

snow thermodynamic model and its impact on the risk assessment of avalanches. The optical grain 

size measurements with IRIS showed differences in the bias for different climates and 

metamorphism. These differences underline a bias that seems to be linked to the equation for the 

equilibrium and kinetic metamorphism grain growth rate.  

 

For avalanche applications, a correction coefficient should be integrated within the 

SNOWPACK model so that the error does not duplicate throughout the season for old snow. A 

mixture of kinetic and equilibrium metamorphism was observed at the two sites and normally 

occurs during the winter but at different levels. The evaluation of the SSI seems promising but is 

not yet complete. Further analysis is required for a full assessment and correction of this snow 

stability index. The incorporation of avalanche risk from forecasts is the next step to evaluate the 

performance of the SSI. 
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